Possible glueball contributions originated from the overlapping cluster configuration at the cylinder are studied in the dual topological unitarization. Two high-lying vacuum trajectories are obtained. One is the bare pomeron and the other has the same trajectory function as that of the phenomenological P'. It is argued that the result does not correspond to the cOIlventional P+ f scheme.
In the liNe expansion of QCD, the graph of the leading nonplanar term has a cylindrical shape with no quark loops. Color confinement hypothesis then leads us to expect the possible existence of glueballs as intermediate states in the q{j annihilation channel of this cylindrical amplitude. 1) Planar loop corrections convert the liNe cylinder into the so-called cylinder in the dual topological unitarization (DTU).
2) The typical result of DTU is that the cylinder singularities are obtained just through the cylinder renormalization of the planar poles.
3 ) It is improbable, however, that the insertion of quark loops extinguishes the glueball states which are inherent in the cylindrical topology. This suggests a possibility that the cylinder could generate its own singularity as a consequence of the glueball effect.4)~8) Therefore, it is important to examine whether physically acceptable pictures are realized when the cylinder retains the glueball contribution. The purpose of the present note is to investigate this problem in DTU. Especially, not only the intercept but the slope of the cylinder trajectories is examined in detail. In the following discussion, the glueball effect is introduced through the overlapping cluster configuration in the s-channel cylinder discontinuity. 9) The effective random walk formalism recently proposed by Tan 10) is adopted as a calculative machinery. This formalism is fairly adequate to an investigation of the transverse structure of the multiperipheral (MP) process.
Let us briefly introduce the effective random walk formalism. 
where gilk] == gllk]( 0),
and
It is noticed that Eq. (2) guarantees the proper normalization of w( y, b), The effective random walk in the impact parameter space then generates the Regge slope
where
and (8) are average elementary step lengths in the rapidity and impact parameter directions, respectively. 
Therefore, once we set up the kernel in Eq. (1), the intercept and slope of the output trajectories are systematically calculated from Eqs. (2), (6), (10) and (11).
Since we have started with the general MP integral equation, the formulation is applicable to both the planar and cylinder level in DTU.
Reggeon slope and the planar consistency. The MP kernel in the planar equation is given by the cutoff Mellin transformed reggeon-reggeon (RR) amplitude and the reggeon loop propagator. 12) We have
where aC,k'=aC(t; t2±)=aU2+)+a(t2-)-I, aCt) is a planar trajectory and N originates from the flavor 5U(N) symmetry. An i<c-4k symmetric part of the kernel is realized in a factorizable form of g,gk, The eigenvalue condition (2) is reduced to (13) This is the well-known planar bootstrap condition which surely guarantees the absence of the j -plane cut in the planar amplitude. Solving the planar equation and imposing the condition (13), we get (14) where r( t) is a reggeon-particle coupling. It should be emphasized that this type of the zero mechanism at j = aC,1 is crucial when we build up the cylinder.
From Eqs. (9) ~ (13), we obtain For the further calculation, we must make use of an explicit parametrization for the triple reggeon coupling g( t; t2±). We parametrize l3 )
The bootstrap condition (13) then turns out to be
where linearity of a( t) has been taken for granted_ A straightforward calculation results in Cylinder with glueball contributions_ Without the overlap configurations of phase space in the s-channel cylinder discontinuity, the MP cylinder kernel is given by the asymmetric Mellin transformed RR amplitude defined in Ref. 11 ) and the twisted reggeon loop propagator. The zero mechanism in the Rp amplitude (l4) exists also in the asymmetric Mellin transformed RR amplitude_ II) Since the zero at I = ae.k completely cancels the propagator (I -aC.k)-\ the cylinder is free from the I-plane cut contamination.
14 )
The MP cylinder kernel then reads
According to the prescription proposed in Ref. 9 ), we incorporate the cluster overlap which leads to the following cylinder kernel where it has been assumed that the average mass of the overlapping clusters has no cutoff and the overlap amplitude is dominated by a Regge pole a (t) with a factorizable residue fj i( t) fj k( t). Let us consider the topological structure of the overlapping clusters. First, the t-channel cut of them does not come across any quark lines. Next, a section of the t-channel cut fits in with the shape of the closed string which is purely made of gluons. These observations lead us to postulate that the a represents the glueball trajectory.4H)
The intercept and slope of the cylinder trajectories are now considered. Since i and k dependence of the residue fj i fj k may be primarily controlled by external reggeon legs, we parametrize fj i( 1) fj k(t) = gJ t)gkU )i?U). As a consequence of the cylinder kernel of second rank (25), two cylinder trajectories a± emerge. From the eigenvalue condition (2) , we obtain where and The residues R±U; 11 ±) associated with the output poles a± are given by
The bare pomeron residue at t=O is positive and nearly gi),/N. On the contrary, the residue of the pole a-is weak and turns out to be negative
of the value of R( 0). This pole, however, does not contribute to the forward limit, because of the zero residue at t = O.
Finally, the total (planar plus cylinder) 5U(N) singlet amplitude reads
C (J t·t±)=Rp(t;tt±)+R-(t;tt±)
In consequence, up to the cylinder level in DTU, we have obtained two singularities. One is the bare pomeron and we should examine the physical consequences attending on the existence of the other pole a-. We can construct an effective cylinder random walk similarly to the planar case. There are two random walk processes so as to generate each of the Regge behavior corresponding to two cylinder poles a±, respectively. The cylinder average in each of the effective random walk is introduced as follows: (33) where the meaning of the subscript ± is obvious and
The eigenvalue condition at t = 0 assures the normalization <PiP> = 1. The average rapidity L± and average impact parameter B± of these processes result in and (36) where V=~kgk2/(a(0)-aC.k)2, linearity of aU) has been assumed and we have utilized Eq. (13) Before going into detailed numerical estimation, the case where only the nonoverlapping configurations are included should be discussed. The cylinder kernel is given by Eq. (24) and the trajectory function of the bare pomeron reads apU) = aU) + NQU). The cylinder average is defined by (38) where (39) The average rapidity Lp and average impact parameter Bp then turn out to be and Namely, the glueball contribution does not sufficiently modify the average step length in the rapidity direction. Equations (44) and (45) imply that the impact parameter structure of the cylinder plays a crucial role for realization of the (46) where we have used L+ ~ Lp and neglected terms of order c. Therefore, so long as k < 0, we obtain B+ < B p . This situation furnishes the correct relationship between the slope and intercept of the bare pomeron. Thus, we can argue that the pomeron slope is sensitive to the glueball contribution in the effective random walk in the impact parameter direction. Our main task is then reduced to evaluating a± (O) and a±' in detail.
It has already been argued that the pole a+ is naturally identified with the bare pomeron. As can be seen from Eqs. (19) , (20) and (28), Q(t) dies away exponentially at t--> +=. In order to materialize the asymptotic planarity,2) i.e.,
ap(t)-->a(t) as t--> +=, we should notice from Eq. (26) that the asymptotic behavior of R( t) is restricted to the form which guarantees R(t) Q(t) --> 0 as t-->
+=. In addition, R(O) >0 is required; otherwise the residue of the pole a-would be negative in the case a >a. Since the intercept a(O) is not determined from our present knowledge, the case 0< a(O):::;;1 is considered. The slope a' is fixed at a' /2 inspired by the dual resonance model. 16 ) On the basis of these observations and the phenomenological requisite that a( 0) ~ 0. 
where the input glueball intercept a(O) has been 0. which indicates that, at t~O, the pomeron is an almost flavor singletstate and the p'-like trajectory corresponds to an almost purely gluonic state. This does not coincide with the conventional p+ f scheme, where the f trajectory carries ideally mixed purestates and the pomeron is considered as a distinct object. Secondly, since the ratio of the cylinder residues R-/R+ is considerably small at t~ 0, the P'-like pole is almost decoupled and the bare pomeron pole dominates the high energy behavior of the amplitude. Thirdly, on the basis of the present estimation of the cylinder Regge parameters at t = ° and the realization of the asymptotic planarity' we conclude that the P --f identity scheme at t ,< ° is unavoidable in DTU at sufficiently high energy regions in spite of the glueball exchange effect. In other words, summing up the s-channel overlapping cluster configuration which is dual to the t-channel glueball exchange does not generate the glueball-pomeron S ) at least at t,< 0. Contrarily, at t<'f; 0, it can be naively expected that the glueball-pomeron may be brought to realization through the tail-switching phenomenon due to the flat slope of the glueball trajectory and the large cylinder renormalization of the planar trajectory.6H)
Let us compare our present results with those obtained in Ref. 8) in which the broken SU (3) situation is taken into account and the glueball contribution is introduced through the singular cylinder kernel.
)-7)
Some of the main results relevant to the present investigation read that (i) the bare pomeron is the promoted planar f reggeon, (ii) the other high-lying vacuum trajectory which is called the "physical f" (in this note, we call it the P'-like trajectory) is mostly a renormalized glueba1l*) and (iii) the glueball intercept is nearly 0.6 and the strength of the glueball kernel is weaker than that of the non-overlapping kernel. Our present results are in agreement with (i) ~ (iii). However, the decisive difference exists with regard to the renormalized residues: The strength of the "physical f" residue is comparable to that of the bare pomeron, while our p'-like pole is almost decoupled. This point still remains controversial, since the present phenomenological situation does not strictly distinguish between both possibilities. 4 ), 8) Finally, it is very intriguing to notice that the bare pomeron intercept is primarily controlled by the planar constraint, while the slope, i.e., the transverse structure of the bare pomeron may be closely related to the glueball contribution to the cylinder. The present conclusion has been derived from the possible *) It is stressed here again that the "physical f" in Ref. 8 ) and the "new" f trajectory in Ref. 9) do not mean the f in the P+ f scheme il. la Harari-Freund as has been clarified in the text. The reader should not be confused at divergent usage of f. existence of the glueball which has the intercept near 0.7 and the slope near 0.5 GeV-2 in DTU. The author would like to thank Professor H. Fujisaki for comments and reading through the manuscript.
